THE IMPACT OF SELECTED FACTORS OF UTILITY MOTOR VEHICLES OPERATION CONDITIONS ON THE ECONOMY DRIVING

Article analyzes the specific conditions of operating commercial vehicles and deals with their influence on the operation economy of a selected vehicle category. The article results are the empirically determined factors of the selected conditions that have the strongest (greatest) influence on variability of the average fuel consumption of selected vehicles. These factors are also supported by appropriate calculations. The next part of the article is creating a regression model through which it is possible to measure the impact of the factor changes on an observed variable.
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1. Introduction

Within the research and development of intelligent transport systems there is an effort to determine individual groups of factors which affect the final price of transport output the most and which could create complete calculating formula for dynamic illustration of expenses for necessary transport. In this article we focus on specific group of external factors which create surrounding of the vehicle and distinctively affect consumption of fuel within utility vehicles. The aim was to methodically define field of these factors from total volume with documented narrowest connection on operation efficiency of selected utility vehicles and price of transport output.

2. Definition of used means and methods

Expenses on fuel present more than a third of expenses per kilometer and the importance of this item within cost structure of transport companies will be still more significant. Within monitoring of variable costs the largest attention is dedicated especially to them. Transport companies as well as producers of traffic engineering are seeking for constant solutions leading to reduction of fuel consumption and therefore given partial results of research in the area of possible factors on the price of transporter performance are trying to offer new look on these problems.

After agreement with individual experts from cooperating transport companies, we set range of 8 primary criteria from the previous 36 available where we assumed the strongest connection with operation fuel consumption. For further research of their influence on monitored quantity there were chosen 2 approaches. First called empirical-expert approach (AHP method) determined which of the individual criteria has the largest relative importance on the compared consumption within monitored goods vehicles of the selected category. Second exact approach using methods of mathematical statistics (correlation and regression analysis), measured power of connection among entered variables (selected criteria) in comparison to fuel consumption variable.

2.1 Characteristics of monitored file unit

In order to fulfill target of research, we focused on extraction of required data from vehicle control units, within particular sample. We also used possibilities of telematic applications MAN TeleMatics and OptiFleet. Access passwords were provided by PROCAR a.s. (joint-stock company) and AVEmoto s.r.o. (limited by shares). From the point of statistic file observance there were assured comparable atmospheric-climatic conditions as well as
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the same technical parameters of the selected vehicles. These were parameters connected with:
- average gross train weight,
- vehicle category,
- vehicle model,
- axles,
- curb weight of the serviceable vehicle,
- capacity weight.

2.2 Description of selected way of observance and obtaining of factors (parameters) within vehicle operation

Current specific solutions of world producers of articulated vehicles enable analysis of selected conditions within vehicle operation during fulfilling of shipping tasks, with provable effect on drive efficiency. According to information outputs of control units, it is possible to monitor and analyze conditions of vehicle operation, as illustrated in the following picture - Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Transfer data from control units to PC with the appropriate software of the system](source: Prepared by the author on the basis of the information society as PROCAR and AVEmoto Ltd.)

Through MAN TeleMatics and OptiFleet applications it is possible to examine individual statements of vehicle operation (aggregate statement, time statement, statement on fuel consumption, statement of surrounding conditions, statement of recorded data and so on), which are part of company fleet. Microsoft Office Excel is the most suitable way of extraction of the individual parameters of operation in xls format what was enabled only by OptiFleet, whereas using the MAN TeleMatics the necessary data had to be transcribed manually.

2.3 Determination of data files with key parameters of operation on selected sample of vehicles

Information was derived from company fleets and under the conditions described in more details in 1.1 and 1.2 chapters. Specifically it was concerned with 80 vehicles driving on various routes. Following converted statistic operations, file was reduced to 72 items. Reason of the reduction were some bad numerical values recorded by control unit in certain time intervals of drive. From aggregate statements of vehicles, there were completely exported 42 parameters of operation.

From the point of data inaccessibility to the character of roadway we took into account only parameter of construction condition of roadways, specific altitude profile which is characterized by macro profile of concerned passage of roadway. In order to express average vertical distance and average longitudinal slope of passages within selected routes there were used MapSource 6.13.5 and Map&Guide. Both these software applications are map software which can draw high-altitude profile of route on correspondent base map. Monitored vehicles moved in countries like Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Austria, Germany, countries of Benelux, and the UK. Values of an average slope within routes were among <0.2 4> and vertical distance among <-1.3 1>. We can draw a conclusion that it is a slightly undulated territory.

3. Application of selected mathematical and statistical methods on obtained indices

3.1 Multi-criteria analysis

From all obtained parameters mentioned in 1.3 subhead, selection we worked with was further reduced to 8 key parameters (see Table 1). Selection has been made following the consultations with competent staff (working with given issues) from cooperating companies. In order to express significance of selected criteria on fuel consumption, one of the most suitable methods seemed to be AHP method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation criteria for the establishment of matrix Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K1 service break distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2 engine brake distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3 average driving speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K4 optimal speed range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5 average gross train weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K6 consupption with CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K7 overrun (proportion of driven distance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K8 accelerator position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author

The basis of this method was to record subjectively selected values of significances, which were compared among alternatives for decision matrix. Experts (5 persons) kept at disposal so called descriptors in order to determine preference among compared criteria. Descriptors serve for graduation of significance between each pair of criteria, in case of equal criteria one point is used [1, 2, 3 and 4] and a problem of the same significance is eliminated.
Due to the limitation of article scope, in the following part there will be provided only a table with calculated respective significance weights of the individual criteria (see Table 2).

From the provided review of criteria determination it is clear that the highest priority was assigned to K5, K4 and K3 criteria and the lowest to K6 criterion. The outputs were taken into account in further processes and solutions.

### 3.2 Partial correlation analysis

Question analysis will serve to consider strength of connection (correlation) among pairs of variables, or one value from the other values [5] from n monitored values (criteria) $X_1, X_2 \ldots X_n$ (see Table 1). Firstly, we used multiple correlation in order to find out significances of the individual criteria (variables) on one monitored value of average operation fuel consumption (dependent variable). As in the previous chapter, object of correlation are at the moment only values of parameters obtained from control units (8 criteria from AHP method) [6].

This correlation deals with correlating of one value with other measured values. After unsatisfactory results a partial correlation has been worked out in order to find out so called clear correlation of 2 values eliminating impact of other measured values (other criteria). We used SAS Learning edition 4.1 and Minitab 16.1.0 software for creating correlation matrix and correlograms. In the following pictures (see Figs. 2 - 9) you can see outputs of partial correlation of 8 selected criteria towards monitored value of consumption. As well as in case of multiple correlation we used SAS software.
of empirical correlation coefficients $R(Y, X) = (r_{y1}, r_{y2}, \ldots, r_{yρ}), R(Z, X) = (r_{z1}, r_{z2}, \ldots, r_{zρ})$ and their column vectors $R(X, Y) = (r_{y1}, r_{y2}, \ldots, r_{yρ}), R(X, Z) = (r_{z1}, r_{z2}, \ldots, r_{zρ})$, where then $r_{yx}$ is empirical correlation coefficient of variables $Y, Z$ (see the relation 1).

The second value in the second column represents statistical significance of each criterion ($P$ - value). Same as with multiple correlation, on the grounds of the selected level of significance ($\alpha = 0.05$) those parameters that meet the condition, or can significantly near the selected level of significance, respectively, can be considered statistically significant ($P - value < \alpha$).

Criteria service braking, motor speed range and full load condition (see Figs. 3, 5 and 8) can be considered statistically significant. Compared to the multiple correlation the statistical significance of criteria narrowed from five to three particular criteria. The criterion motor speed range can be to a certain extent arguable, as it remained in the zone of negative correlation ($r_{YZ/X} = -0.22558$) and moves very closely around the selected level of significance ($P$-value = 0.0708), which is, however, according to [3] still acceptable. As there is a certain linearity of data and acceptable significance achieved, this criterion can be included in the short model of selected criteria. Said negative correlation can be caused by the fact that the percentage share of zone of optimal speed in which the vehicle remained within the whole passed route, was taken into account.

As the good result of the selected correlation we can regard also the fact that coverage of the mentioned criteria has been found out (service break distance, optimal speed range, average gross train weight) within AHP method, where these criteria were assigned a significant importance weight and results of the partial correlation. With the AHP method, said criteria achieved relatively important significance weights, namely criteria such as optimal speed range (0.2292) and average gross train weight (0.2342), representing the highest assigned weights, and the criterion service break distance achieved the value (0.0607) what can be interpreted as not the lowest value reached among the compared criteria (see Table 2). The important thing is that all these three criteria among all 8 criteria within partial correlation appeared as the only statistically significant on the selected $\alpha$ level and reach the closest dependence (relation) with monitored variable (operation consumption) what is proven by their correlation indices (service break distance = $r_{YZ/X} = 0.26318$, average gross train weight = $r_{YZ/X} = 0.46206$ and optimal speed range = $r_{YZ/X} = 0.22558$) (see Figs. 3, 5 and 8).

Individual figures show respective partial empirical correlation coefficients (always the first value in the second column) determined again by point estimates, this time obtained pursuant to the relation 1. It is theoretically assumed with this type of correlation as compared to the previous (multiple) one that $Y$ and $Z$ are some random variables and $(X₁, X₂, \ldots Xₚ)$ is their vector. The partial correlation coefficient gives here the correlation rate of variables $Y, Z$ with exclusion of the vector effect $(X₁, X₂, \ldots Xₚ)$. Further assuming that $(y₁, z₁, x₁, x₂, \ldots xₚ), (y₂, z₂, x₂, x₃, \ldots xₚ), \ldots, (yₙ, zₙ, xₙ, x₁, x₂, \ldots xₚ)$ is random selection of range $n \times (p + 2)$ - of random dimensional vector $(Y, Z, X₁, \ldots Xₚ)$, that $R$ is empirical correlation matrix of the random vector $(X₁, X₂, \ldots Xₚ)$ and that $r_{zx}$ is correlation coefficient of variables $Y, Z$ (i=1, 2, ... p), then $r_{zx}$ is empirical correlation coefficient of variables $Z, X_i$ (i=1, 2, ... p). We should further mark line vectors of empirical correlation coefficients $R(Y, X) = (r_{y1}, r_{y2}, \ldots, r_{yρ}), R(Z, X) = (r_{z1}, r_{z2}, \ldots, r_{zρ})$ and their column vectors $R(X, Y) = (r_{y1}, r_{y2}, \ldots, r_{yρ}), R(X, Z) = (r_{z1}, r_{z2}, \ldots, r_{zρ})$, where then $r_{yx}$ is empirical correlation coefficient of variables $Y, Z$ (see the relation 1).

The second value in the second column represents statistical significance of each criterion ($P$ - value). Same as with multiple correlation, on the grounds of the selected level of significance ($\alpha = 0.05$) those parameters that meet the condition, or can significantly near the selected level of significance, respectively, can be considered statistically significant ($P - value < \alpha$).

Criteria service braking, motor speed range and full load condition (see Figs. 3, 5 and 8) can be considered statistically significant. Compared to the multiple correlation the statistical significance of criteria narrowed from five to three particular criteria. The criterion motor speed range can be to a certain extent arguable, as it remained in the zone of negative correlation ($r_{YZ/X} = -0.22558$) and moves very closely around the selected level of significance ($P$-value = 0.0708), which is, however, according to [3] still acceptable. As there is a certain linearity of data and acceptable significance achieved, this criterion can be included in the short model of selected criteria. Said negative correlation can be caused by the fact that the percentage share of zone of optimal speed in which the vehicle remained within the whole passed route, was taken into account.

As the good result of the selected correlation we can regard also the fact that coverage of the mentioned criteria has been found out (service break distance, optimal speed range, average gross train weight) within AHP method, where these criteria were assigned a significant importance weight and results of the partial correlation. With the AHP method, said criteria achieved relatively important significance weights, namely criteria such as optimal speed range (0.2292) and average gross train weight (0.2342), representing the highest assigned weights, and the criterion service break distance achieved the value (0.0607) what can be interpreted as not the lowest value reached among the compared criteria (see Table 2). The important thing is that all these three criteria among all 8 criteria within partial correlation appeared as the only statistically significant on the selected $\alpha$ level and reach the closest dependence (relation) with monitored variable (operation consumption) what is proven by their correlation indices (service break distance = $r_{YZ/X} = 0.26318$, average gross train weight = $r_{YZ/X} = 0.46206$ and optimal speed range = $r_{YZ/X} = 0.22558$) (see Figs. 3, 5 and 8).
4. Creating of multi-criteria linear regression model according to parameter significances

Only those criteria which reached statistical significance at the selected level of significance such as service break distance, optimal speed range (optimal speed range zone) and average gross train weight (see, partials covariance) were incorporated into the said model. We used Minitab software to create this model (see Table 3).

The output of the software for criteria

| model parameters | values | error of the mean | Prob>|T| |
|------------------|--------|------------------|------|
| limits           | 23.112 | 1.442            | 0.001|
| par 1            | 0.1293 | 0.04464          | 0.006|
| par 2            | -0.10406| 0.01991         | 0.001|
| par 3            | 0.4466 | 0.07372          | 0.001|
| $R^2$ [%]        | 78.3   |                  |      |

Relevant model describes approximately 76.3 percent of variability of used data as it is apparent from the value of coefficient of determination. We have not included model with all expert specified criteria (parameters) into the article since it is not relevant from the general point of view. When creating it, we proceeded in a similar way as in regression model. Assumption that after dropping statistically insignificant parameters a coefficient of determination will increase, turned up to be the right one. In outputs where the model included all 8 criteria, it was only at the level $R^2 = 0.49$. Statistical significance of the individual regression coefficients (second column Table 3) reflects statistical significance reached within partial correlation of three concerned criteria. It is necessary to mention significant improvement of parameter 2 (optimal speed range) from 0.071 (values reached at regression analysis with all 8 criteria) to 0.001 (see fourth column in Table 3 - P-value). Such process of model creating is generally favorable because of its simple economic interpretation as well as simpler procedures when statistically estimating parameters and testing statistical significance.

According to this output from software (see Table 3), it is possible to construct required regression model containing only three primary key criteria (see relation 2). According to [7, 8 and 9], if value of $R^2$ is not below 0.7, given model has not only theoretical meaning but it is also applicable in practice. It is possible to apply within a range of defined parameter values (criteria - operational and road) the created model where a 95 per cent confidence interval was used.

$$y_{ps} = 23.112 + 0.12993x_{v} - 0.10406x_{f} + 0.44660x_{e}$$ (2)

Through this model it is possible to empirically compare how value decrease or increase of some parameters affects the monitored variable. Change of any value has to be within the range of values used for creating of corresponding regression model.

The following relations demonstratively show how the average operation fuel consumption would be changed if average gross train weight increased by 50 per cent in comparison to the former one under the same conditions of other operation parameters as well as routes grade. We can assume from values on route no. 2, which is one of the routes where measured operation data were exported from the vehicle control unit.

$$y_{ps} = 23.112 + 0.610671 - 5.400714 + + 8.932 = 27.30 l/100 km$$ (3)

$$y_{ps} = 23.112 + 0.610671 - 5.400714 + + 13.398 = 31.10 l/100 km$$ (4)

In relation 3 the former values of all three parameters are used and the result differs compared to the real fuel consumption (27.10 l/100km) by 0.20 liter which is deviation of only around 0.73%. In relation 4 the value of average gross train weight increased from 10t to 30t with remaining conditions constant. As it is apparent from the given relationship, with such change operation fuel consumption would increase to 31.10 l/100 km which represents an increase by around 4.4 liter, so 12.86 per cent. In a similar way we can even empirically present the effect of other 2 parameters (criteria), how a monitored quantity would change at their nominal increase or decrease. The values of all three criteria may be changed but only in a specified range for routes undertaken on flat or slightly undulating territory.

According to the results from calculations, it is possible to say that ridden routes were only on slightly undulating territory (routes going through countries of Central and Western Europe). Therefore we assumed that available parameters of altitude profiles of routes will have an important effect (binding) on monitored fuel consumption what was confirmed when making partial correlation and subsequent attempt to stop the model with particular parameters. From this reason, the appropriate model is not mentioned in the article.

5. Conclusion

According to the results from both selected approaches, we discovered "overlap" of significances in three specific criteria from which a particular model has been built in the mentioned subhead. These are operation factors (criteria) which according to calculated and nominal proven outcomes can be assessed as the factors with the largest effect on operation fuel consumption of vehicles (among all other obtained factors). This influence of selected factors may be also numerically expressed by the said model. The particular model reached average 0.22 per cent deviation among extrapolated and real values of average operation
fuel consumption within selected sample of vehicles. According to subjective opinion of authors as well as opinion of addressed experts (evaluators within AHP method), it is possible to say that this deviation is from the theoretical point of view and also for the carrier himself at acceptable (minimum) level.

In the article we managed to define a small group of external factors proved to have the largest effect on monitored quantity. These factors belong to the whole group of factors which can enter into price for hauling performance.
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